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Abstract

Extractive summarization is a task of highlight-001
ing the most important parts of the text. We002
introduce a new approach to extractive sum-003
marization task using hidden topical structure004
and information about aspects of the text. Ex-005
perimental results on CNN/DailyMail demon-006
strate that our approach generates more ac-007
curate summarizations than baseline methods,008
achieving state-of-the-art results in terms of009
ROUGE metric. Additionally, we show that010
aspect information is extremely important in011
extractive summarization scenario.012

1 Introduction013

Summaries are important for processing huge014

amounts of information. A good summary should015

be concise, accurate and easy-to-read. However,016

there can be multiple variants of a perfect summary,017

the same idea can be conveyed with various words.018

Moreover, people may find different facts of the019

main importance, waiting for them to be present020

in the summary. Most automatic text summariza-021

tion algorithms do not take into account different022

aspects of the initial texts, providing a semantically023

neutral interpretation. We aim to bridge the gap024

between summarization approaches and aspect min-025

ing. Thus, we investigate two research directions026

within this work: text summarization and aspect027

extraction.028

Text summarization. There are two main ap-029

proaches to text summarization: extrative and ab-030

stractive. Extractive methods highlights the most031

relevant phrases or sentences in the original text to032

form a summary. Alternatively, abstractive meth-033

ods rephrase the text into a different form, and may034

not preserve the original semantic content.035

The summarization has an underlying sugges-036

tion, that one summary should fit to all. That is not037

true in many cases, e.g. a text tells a story about038

the fruits, while a person is interested only in ap-039

ples. In that toy case the proper summary for this040

person should contain maximum information about 041

the apples with some occasional references to other 042

fruits. We suppose that we could address this issue 043

by introducing aspect extraction techniques. The 044

aspect extraction underlying suggestion is that each 045

document consists of several aspects. 046

Aspect extraction. Aspect extraction is the task 047

of identifying and extracting terms relevant for 048

opinion mining and sentiment analysis, for exam- 049

ple terms for product attributes or features. Aspects 050

may be specified by explicit words or sometimes 051

they can be inferred implicitly from the text. For 052

example, in the sentence “the image is very clear” 053

the word “image” is an aspect term. The associ- 054

ated problem of aspect categorization is to group 055

the same aspect expressions into a category. For 056

example, the aspect terms “image,” “photo,” and 057

“picture” can be grouped into one aspect category 058

named Image. One reason why deep learning mod- 059

els can be helpful for this task is that, deep learning 060

is essentially good at learning (potentially compli- 061

cated) feature representations. When an aspect is 062

properly characterized in some feature space, for 063

example, in the hidden layers, the semantics or cor- 064

relation between an aspect and its context can be 065

learned. In other words, deep learning provides a 066

possible approach to automatic feature engineering 067

without human involvement. 068

Aspect extraction is conventionally associated 069

with dividing a document into multiple facets, each 070

of which may have its own sentiment. 071

We propose an extractive summarization model 072

which utilizes representations from pretrained 073

BERT enriching them with aspects retrieved from 074

initial text with our aspect extraction model. Eval- 075

uated on CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al., 076

2016), the overall approach outperforms the previ- 077

ous extractive summarization state-of-the-art (see 078

Table 1) in terms of ROUGE (Lin, 2004) metric. 079

Thus, we demonstrate the importance of aspect 080

information while generating a summary. 081
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2 Related Work082

The earliest attempts at automatic summarization083

focused on extractive techniques, which find words084

or sentences in a document that capture its most085

salient content. Recent works use a variety of ap-086

proaches. For example (Zhong et al., 2020) pro-087

posed a novel summary-level framework Match-088

Sum and conceptualized extractive summarization089

as a semantic text matching problem. They pro-090

posed a Siamese-BERT architecture to compute091

the similarity between the source document and the092

candidate summary. In (Dong et al., 2020) authors093

rely on extractive summarizers that identify salient094

sentences based on positional information.095

Under supervised learning conditions, aspect-096

level sentiment classification is typically consid-097

ered a classification problem. Early works (Boiy098

and Moens, 2009), (Kiritchenko et al., 2014), (Wag-099

ner et al., 2014) mainly used manually designed100

features such as sentiment lexicon, n-grams, and101

dependency information. However, these meth-102

ods highly depend on the quality of the designed103

features, which is labor-intensive. With the ad-104

vances of deep learning methods, various neural105

models ((Liu and Zhang, 2017), (Chen et al., 2017),106

(He et al., 2018)) have been proposed for automati-107

cally learning target-dependent sentence represen-108

tations for classification. The main idea behind109

these works is to develop neural architectures that110

are capable of learning continuous features without111

feature engineering and at the same time captur-112

ing the intricate relatedness between a target and113

context words.114

Neural attention-based aspect extraction model115

(ABAE) is proposed in (He et al., 2017). It explic-116

itly encodes word-occurrence statistics into word117

embeddings while attention is used to remove ir-118

relevant tokens. During training ABAE uses hinge119

loss that maximizes the inner product between re-120

constructed sentence embedding and target sen-121

tence embedding and simultaneously minimizes122

the inner product between the reconstructed em-123

bedding and the negative sample embeddings.124

SparTerm (Bai et al., 2020) consists of two parts:125

the first one predicts the semantic importance of126

each term in the vocabulary, while the second con-127

trols which terms should appear in the final sparse128

representation. This two models provide a term-129

based sparse representation based on the semantic130

relationship of the input text with each term in the131

vocabulary. Our model hugely relies on SparTerm132

idea complementing it with the aspect extraction 133

model which enriches information of the summa- 134

rization model. 135

3 Model Description 136

This section presents the general overview of our 137

extractive summarizer, its architecture and the cor- 138

responding training strategy. Our model consist of 139

two parts: summarization model and aspect embed- 140

ding model (Figure 1). 141

Figure 1: The proposed model: summarization module
+ aspect extraction module

The main idea is to explicitly use aspects of the 142

input text to enrich the information for the summa- 143

rization model. 144

3.1 Summarization model 145

Since we are doing extractive summarization, the 146

purpose of summarization is to get a ranking for 147

each sentence of the text. 148

Pretrained language models (e.g. BERT (Devlin 149

et al., 2018)) provide contextualized representa- 150

tions, which makes them a good source of concise 151

textual embeddings. As a summarization model we 152

use a pretrained BERT with specifically designed 153

input. During training, the input for the model 154

is represented as a triplet of (text, pos_sentence, 155

neg_sentence), where text - is the text that needs 156

to be summarized, pos_sentence is a sentence 157

from summary, and neg_sentence is a sentence 158

not from summary. The model itself is a pre- 159

trained BERT (we used bert-base-uncased vari- 160

ation from the transformers library (Wolf et al., 161

2020)), and the output is a triplet of items (text′, 162
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pos_sentence′, neg_sentence′) which are repre-163

sentations of corresponding input items.164

Figure 2: Summarization model

We aim to make representation of positive sen-165

tence as close as possible to representation of text166

and simultaneously make representation of nega-167

tive sentence as far as possible, which is described168

in more detail in the Metrics section.169

3.2 Aspect extraction model170

One can get the summarization already at the171

previous stage by comparing the similarity met-172

ric between the text representation vector and the173

candidate_sentence representation vector. But174

quality of summary can be increased by adding175

information about aspects of the text as shown in176

the Experiments section.177

The main goal of aspect extraction model is to178

learn a set of aspect embeddings. In general, we179

want the vector representation to capture the most180

relevant information with regards to the aspect of181

the input.182

The model contains a matrix of aspects of size183

RK×n, where K - is the number of aspects, n -184

embedding space size. For each input, we calculate185

its weights by comparing the dot product with each186

current aspect embedding:187

pi = ~ti ·
−−→
CLSi (1)188

where ti - is i-th aspect embedding in embedding189

matrix.190

Obtained weights are then normalized with soft-191

max function. Next, each aspect vector is multi-192

plied by the corresponding weight and summed up193

to get the output reconstructed vector: 194

−−−→output =
K∑
i=1

pi~ti (2) 195

3.3 Training Process 196

Summarization model Let R = 197

{(t1, s1,+, s1,−), ..., (tN , sN,+, sN,−)} denote 198

a set of N training instances; each containing a 199

text ti, a positive candidate sentence si,+ and a 200

negative one pi,−, indicating that si,+ is more 201

relevant to the text than si,−. The summarization 202

model is trained end-to-end by optimizing the 203

ranking objective. The loss function is the negative 204

log likelihood of the positive sentence: 205

Lsumm(ti, si,+, si,−) =

− log
esim(t

′
i,s
′
i,+)

esim(t
′
i,s
′
i,+) + esim(t

′
i,s
′
i,−)

,
(3) 206

where t
′
i, s
′
i,+, s

′
i,− is the sparse representation of ti, 207

si,+, si,−, sim denotes any similarity measurement 208

(dot-product in our case). 209

Aspect extraction model Output reconstructed 210

vector is needed to be similar to the input vector, 211

so the loss is based on cosine distance: 212

Lasp = 1− cosine_similarity(
−−→
CLS,−−−→output)

(4) 213

4 Dataset 214

CNN/Daily Mail (Nallapati et al., 2016) is a 215

dataset commonly used for text summarization 216

evaluation. Human generated abstractive summary 217

bullets were generated from news stories in CNN 218

and Daily Mail websites as questions (with one of 219

the entities hidden), and stories as the correspond- 220

ing passages from which the system is expected to 221

answer the fill-in-the-blank question. The authors 222

released the scripts that crawl, extract and generate 223

pairs of passages and questions from these web- 224

sites. 225

All in all, the corpus has 286, 817 training pairs, 226

13, 368 validation pairs and 11, 487 test pairs, as 227

defined by their scripts. The source documents in 228

the training set have 766 words spanning 29.74 sen- 229

tences on an average while the summaries consist 230

of 53 words and 3.72 sentences. 231
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4.1 Converting to extractive dataset232

Although CNN-DM dataset is originally designed233

for abstractive summarization, we modified it for234

extractive summarization using a special utility.235

This utility reformats original abstractive dataset236

by determining the best extractive summary that237

maximizes ROUGE scores.238

5 Experiments239

5.1 Metrics240

Also models are evaluated with full-length F1-241

scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L (Lin,242

2004). ROUGE-N is computed as follows:243

ROUGEN =
∑

S∈Ref

∑
gn∈S Countmatch(gn)∑

S∈Ref

∑
gn∈S Count(gn)

244

where n stands for the length of the n-gram gn,245

and Countmatch(gn) is the maximum number of246

n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and247

a set of reference summaries Ref248

• ROUGE-1 value measures the overlap of uni-249

gram (each word) between the computed sum-250

mary and the gold summary.251

• ROUGE-2 value measures the overlap of bi-252

grams respectively.253

• ROUGE-L measures the longest common sub-254

sequence between the model output and gold255

summary.256

• Recall in the context of ROUGE means how257

much of the gold summary is the computed258

summary capturing.259

• Precision answers how much of the computed260

summary was in fact relevant.261

5.2 Baselines262

We compare our model with following models.263

Extractive Models: MatchSum (Zhong et al.,264

2020): this approach formulates the extractive sum-265

marization task as a semantic text matching prob-266

lem. A good summary should be more semantically267

similar to the source document than the unqualified268

summaries.269

DiscoBERT (Xu et al., 2020): the model ex-270

tracts sub-sentential discourse units (instead of sen-271

tences) as candidates for extractive selection on a272

finer granularity. To capture the long-range depen-273

dencies among discourse units, structural discourse274

graphs are constructed based on RST trees and275

coreference mentions, encoded with Graph Convo- 276

lutional Networks. 277

BerSumExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019): the model 278

uses pretrained BERT with inserted [CLS] tokens 279

at the start of each sentence to collect features for 280

the sentence preceding it. 281

Abstractive Models: SimCLS (Liu and Liu, 282

2021): a two-stage model for abstractive summa- 283

rization, where a Seq2Seq model is first trained to 284

generate candidate summaries with MLE loss, and 285

then a parameterized evaluation model is trained 286

to rank the generated candidates with contrastive 287

learning. 288

GSum (Dou et al., 2021): the model has two 289

endoders which encode the source document and 290

guidance signal, which are attended to by the de- 291

coder. 292

ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020): Transformer- 293

based model which is optimized by n-step ahead 294

prediction that predicts the next n tokens simulta- 295

neously based on previous context tokens at each 296

time step. 297

5.3 Experiment Setup 298

For the summarization model, a pre-trained BERT 299

was used. The order of pos_sentence and 300

neg_sentence in the input was randomly chosen 301

to make the model actually learn the meaning of 302

the sentences. 303

Then aspect model was trained with frozen 304

BERT’s weights. The achieved result was good 305

enough after 2 epochs. 306

Predicted by the summarization model weights 307

for every sentence were filtered by threshold. 308

For text representation, m = 3 of the most sim- 309

ilar aspects vectors from the aspects matrix were 310

calculated and averaged, the same operation for 311

the candidate’s sentence. They are also compared 312

and filtered by similarity distance. This additional 313

filtering improves the results, as shown below. 314

6 Results 315

We compared our model with current state of the 316

art. We evaluate the models on the CNN/DailyMail 317

dataset in non-anonymized version. The evaluation 318

results are presented in Tab. 1. One could see that 319

our model shows the superior performance among 320

the extractive models by the means of ROUGE-2 321

and ROUGE-L. ROUGE-1 evaluation result for our 322

model is 1 point lower than state of the art result. 323
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Thus could conclude that our model is more suc-324

cessful in extraction of longer sequences of tokens,325

while keeping the unigrams distribution close to326

the desired one.327

In addition, we compare our model with abstrac-328

tive models. The results are presented in Tab. 2. De-329

spite that our model is not using the generation, i.e.330

paraphrase ability of the language models, it shows331

the best results by ROUGE-2 metric. ROUGE-L332

is evaluated only 1 point lower that state of the333

art result. This result is an intriguing one, since334

the extracted bigrams are still better fit the desired335

distribution than the generated ones.336

It is important to mention, that aspect extraction337

has significant influence on the model output, lead-338

ing to improvement by 5 per cent in ROUGE-1 and339

ROUGE-L and by 4% in ROUGE-2.340

6.1 Analysis341

For every input text in test set we calculated dis-342

tances between text′ and pos_sentence′ and text′343

and neg_sentence′ respectively. As shown in fig-344

ure 3, the distances between initial text representa-345

tion and negative sentence representations is greater346

than the one between the initial text and the posi-347

tive sentence. Then for these values the ROC-AUC348

metric has been measured (figure 4).349

Figure 3: Comparison of distances between initial text
and positive (blue) / negative (orange) sentences

7 Conclusion350

We proposed new model for extractive summa-351

rization using aspects present in the input text.352

Our model shows state-of-the art performance on353

CNN/DailyMail dataset. More interestingly, we354

show that aspect information is crucially impor-355

tant for the extractive summarization. We think of356

that fact as a new path to follow in the extractive357

summarization efforts for the future research.358

Figure 4: ROC curve over distances between initial text
representation and positive/negative sentence represen-
tations

As a future work we plan to integrate aspect ex- 359

traction with abstractive summarization, use other 360

aspect extraction mechanisms. 361
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